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Tape IT Up!
W&O InTrOdUces MarITIMe IndUsTrIal Tape frOM sOlas Tape

W&O is proud to offer Solas Tape, the leading products of their kind for the maritime industry. Manufactured to the highest quality to meet the critical demands while in use, 
the products meet IMO/SOLAS regulations and respect standards like the United States Coast Guard (USCG), Class NKK and ISO.  Now, through 19 worldwide locations, we 
make it easy to get and use the remarkable products from Solas Tape. For complete information, please contact your W&O representative. 

HaCo — HaTcH Tape
HaCo Tape helps protect your valuable cargo by keeping out moisture, weather, 
sound and fumes. Sealing out the elements on hatch cover rims, the tape features a 
pressure-sensitive adhesive liner for an excellent bond. The blue liner ensures a tight 
seal and is saltwater resistant. Designed by specialists with more than two decades 
of experience, the tape also offers superior strength, adhesion and flexibility. It’s the 
ideal choice for the highest protection, even under the most extreme conditions.

sizes: 100mm and 150mm      
Temperature: 15˚C to 70˚C installed      
Material: Durable foam layer SBS self-adhesive bitume-rubber layer

SprayStop — spray prOTecTIOn Tape
Spray-Stop is a superb anti-splash and -spray tape for a wide range of applications. 
Designed by experienced safety specialists, this high-tech laminated, multi-layer 
aluminum tape prevents spray-outs of hot or hazardous liquids from piping systems. 
Spray-Stop can help prevent fires, explosions or other potentially catastrophic 
mishaps. According to the SOLAS amendment chapter 2-2 regulation, ships are 
required to apply proper protection systems to prevent leakage and splashing of 
flammable oils from FO, LO and other piping. Spray-Stop is an excellent choice for this 
and complies with IMO A653 (6) regulations.

sizes: 35mm to 1,000mm
Temperature: -70˚C ~ + 200˚C above      
pressure resistance: Up to 50 bars with SprayStop 50+
adhesion: 1000 g above; 25 mm g/f
shelf life: Minimum 3 years when properly stored      
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CHOOse W&O.
We are there when you need us.
Global footprint - 19 strategically 
located branches.
38 years as a reputable partner.
 $42 Million in available inventory 
(33,000 SKUs)
Automation experts with in-house design 
and fabrication.
We represent top brands with the required 
certifications and registrations.
Largest North American distributor of pipe, 
valves, fittings, and automation.
Valve Services - ship checks and Engineered 
Solutions troubleshooting.
Delivering new technologies and monitoring 
regulations to better serve our customers.
Part of Pon, an $8 Billion International 
Sales & Service Company.

1-800-962-9696
wosupply.com

HeatStop — InsUlaTIOn Tape
Solas Tape now offers the maritime industry an insulation tape for hot piping systems 
that is environmentally friendly, easy to handle and non-hazardous to health. Heat-
Stop Tape is a modified basalt fiber with an aluminum layer offering superior heat 
insulation. A reinforced bonding adhesive closes the ends of the wrapping. Heat-Stop 
is an excellent alternative to glass- or ceramic-fiber tapes. Please visit wosupply.com 
for a video demonstration showing how simple Heat-Stop is to apply.

sizes: 50mm x 7.8m      
Temperature: Up to 1000˚C     
Material: Basalt layer laminated to a stretched alufoil

PipeRep — pIpe repaIr Tape
Repairing pipes is simpler than ever with PipeRep Tape—there’s nothing to mix 
and no mess. The fiberglass cloth tape is impregnated with resin that is activated 
by simple fresh or saltwater, and normal setting time is just about 20 minutes, 
depending on temperature. Because the tape sets even under water, it’s ideal for 
splash areas, corrosion prevention and more. PipeRep will even retain pressure 
on supply lines and will function under intermittent temperatures up to 250˚C. 
Environmentally friendly, it can also be sanded or painted if needed. And once set, 
fuels like oil or diesel will not affect its integrity.

sizes: 5cm x 1.5m or 7.5cm x 2.7m      
Temperature: Up to 250˚C      
Material: Resin-coated glass fiber cloth

At W&O, our four decades of experience have been focused exclusively on serving the marine and offshore industries with 
unsurpassed dedication to quality and excellence. W&O is among the world’s largest suppliers of marine pipe, valves, fittings, 
actuation, and engineered solutions. 


